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Electrowetting is an effective way to manipulate small volume of liquid in microfluidic applications. It has been sophisticatedly used
in the fields of Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) devices, optics, biomedical applications, and electronic paper (e-paper). Generally, YoungLippmann (Y-L) equation is used to relate the mechanical and electrical force involved in electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD)
based actuation. And the general trend is to neglect the effect of double layer capacitance formed at the metal-liquid interface
considering the Debye-length to be in the order of nanometer. But, at electrode-electrolyte-insulator interface, the effect of interface
layer capacitance becomes significant and often leads to the mismatch between the experimental observation and theoretical result.
In this work, the surface behaviour of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for EWOD application is studied experimentally and a term
“𝑘” has been introduced in the Y-L equation to match the theoretical and experimental result. Effect of interface layer capacitance
has been observed in contact angle versus applied voltage experiment with different pH buffer solution. The introduction of “𝑘”
term takes care of the interface layer capacitance which can not be neglected and plays a vital role when the applied electric potential
is high.

1. Introduction
In recent times, fabrication and development of Lab-on-aChip (LoC) device is one of the most studied areas in different
fields of science and engineering. The goal of LoC is to
make a device in which medical diagnostics, environmental
monitoring, and basic scientific research can be carried out
in a rapid, low-cost, portable, and reliable environment [1].
These integrated microfluidic systems provide a number of
benefits like ultrasensitive detection, lower diagnostic cost,
reduced reagent consumption, higher levels of throughput,
and reduced labor requirement. However, the major concern
in microfluidic chip system is to control fluid effectively and
accurately in microscale at either continuous or discrete flow
process [2].
Several techniques have been developed to drive liquid
using the concept of altering interfacial tension to produce an
imbalance of forces inside the fluid [3]. Major surface tension

based fluid dealing techniques are electrowetting (EW) [1],
thermocapillarity-driven pumping [4], optoelectrowetting
[5] based pumping, and vapor bubble-based pumping [6, 7].
Among these various mechanisms, electrowetting-ondielectric (EWOD) process is especially interesting due to
benefits such as the absence of heat generation, low power
consumption, and rapid switching response [3]. EW uses
an externally applied electric field to manipulate small volumes of liquid by varying its interfacial tension with the
surrounding and changing the macroscopic contact angle. It
is an accurate means for actuating and controlling very small
volume of liquid in microfluidic devices without the demand
for any mechanical components [8, 9].
People have used different types of dielectric material
to fabricate EWOD based devices [10, 11]. Among these
materials, Teflon AF has very good hydrophobic characteristic but its high cost and low electric breakdown field
make the material less attractive [12]. On the other hand,
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polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is extensively utilized as base
material for EWOD phenomena, for its superior mechanical
flexibility and biocompatibility [8, 10, 13, 14]. It is a rubberlike hydrophobic material with comparatively high thermal
stability (>200∘ C), high electric breakdown field (typically
20 kV/mm), and high initial contact angle of ≈107∘ . It also
insures good insulation between the device and the living
tissue [15]. Moreover, it is cheap and microstructures can be
easily made by soft lithography technique [16, 17].
There has been progress in understanding the physics
governing phenomena which influence EW systems. However, there is no consensus on the real cause of contact
angle saturation. Kang’s vertical force [1, 18] on the liquid
interface near the triple line which increases quickly when
the contact angle decreases could be an explanation for the
phenomenon of the contact angle saturation. Verheijen and
Prins [19] proposed a model of saturation based on the
trapping of charges in the insulator when the voltage becomes
sufficiently large. This trapping of charges reduces the density
of charges at the solid-liquid interface and weakens the
electrowetting effect. Their model included 𝑉𝑇 (potential at
the level of the trapped charges on the gas side) which was
difficult to estimate quantitatively. Peykov, Quinn, Ralston,
and Sedev [12, 20] pioneered their model based on zero
surface-liquid energy limit abbreviated as “PQRS model.” The
PQRS model considers that the saturation phenomenon is a
thermodynamic limit of stability. The PQRS model predicts
values of the saturation contact angle in reasonably good
agreement with the experimental observations, although
it sometime overestimates the contact angle. Shapiro and
coworkers [1, 21, 22] considered electric resistance of the
liquid in their model. In their model, the droplet liquid is
not perfectly conducting; it presents a small electric resistance
that depends on the shape of the droplet. Shapiro’s approach is
very sensitive to the ratio of the resistivities of liquid droplet
and dielectric. Other researchers have attributed saturation
to fringe effect and ionisation of surrounding air as well.
Modified Lippmann-Young law based on Langevin-Debye
function shows good fit with the experimental results [1].
The researchers working in this field have carried out
theoretical modeling of EWOD phenomena with different
approaches neglecting electrical double layer capacitance
considering Debye-length to be in nanometer range at metalliquid interface [1, 7, 9, 23–25]. In their work, YoungLippmann equation governing EWOD behavior is limited to
small-medium electric potential and also leads to mismatch
from experimental observation [1]. The novelty of this work
is introduction of a “𝑘” term based on interface layer
capacitance at the electrode-electrolyte-insulator interface in
the classical Young-Lippmann equation which removes the
mismatch between the experimental and theoretical results
and also takes care of its application in high potential.
The present work studied the behavior of PDMS as
dielectric as well as top hydrophobic layer for its use in
EWOD based devices. It also observes the droplet morphology in terms of contact angle on wetting behavior of PDMS
with electric potential and compared the experimental data
from Young-Lippmann equation. Effect of interface layer
capacitance has been noticed in contact angle versus applied
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Figure 1: Basic configuration of open EWOD setup.

voltage experiment with different pH buffer solution. The
experimental observation has been validated with theoretical
simulation of Young-Lippmann equation with experimental parameter taking into consideration the interface layer
behavior. Further, contact angle hysteresis and electrolysis
phenomena have also been studied.

2. Theory
The basic mechanism of EWOD technique is shown in
Figure 1. When a droplet is placed on top of the dielectric
layer, it is rested by the force balance at three-phase contact
line: the solid-gas 𝛾SG , solid-liquid 𝛾SL , and liquid-gas 𝛾LG
interfacial surface tensions. At equilibrium state, the interfacial surface tensions balance is described by the Young
equation [23, 25]:
𝛾SG = 𝛾SL + 𝛾LG cos (𝜃) ,

(1)

where 𝜃 is the contact angle at three-phase line. The simplest
electrical equivalent model of the above setup is shown in
Figure 2(a), where 𝐶𝐷 is the bulk insulator capacitance due
to dielectric (PDMS) layer. This model neglects the effect
of interface layer capacitance at the electrode-electrolyteinsulator interface. When electric potential 𝑉 is applied
across the conducting droplet (as shown in Figure 1), ions and
counterions rearrange themselves in the liquid and result in
higher charge concentration at three-phase contact line [3].
This leads to decrease in surface energy at the solid-liquid
interface and causes the droplet to locally spread out in open
configuration of EWOD setup [7]. The relationship equation
governing changes in 𝛾SL on application of electric potential
𝑉 is found by using stored energy in the system 𝐸sys and is
expressed by Lippmann equation as given below [23]:
𝛾SL (𝑉) = 𝛾SL (0) − 𝐸sys ,
𝐸sys =

1 𝐶𝐷 2
1 𝜖𝜖
( 𝑉 ) = ( 0 𝑟 𝑉2 ) ,
2 𝐴
2 𝑑

(2)

where 𝐸sys represents the system energy per unit area, 𝜖0
is dielectric constant of vacuum, 𝜖𝑟 is dielectric constant of
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Figure 2: Equivalent circuit of the experimental setup: (a) without considering the interfacial layer capacitance, (b) considering interface
layer capacitance 𝐶IL .

insulating layer, 𝑑 is the thickness of the dielectric material,
and 𝐴 is the area under the droplet.
The well known Young-Lippmann (Y-L) equation [23] is
obtained by combining (1) and (2) which expresses the relationship between the contact angle 𝜃 and the applied voltage
𝑉 and it is represented as given below:
cos 𝜃𝑉 = cos 𝜃0 +
hence,

𝐸sys
𝛾LG
−1

,

𝜃𝑉 = cos (cos 𝜃0 +

𝐸sys
𝛾LG

(3)
),

where 𝜃0 and 𝜃𝑉 are solid-liquid contact angles before and
after application of electric potential, respectively.
The above derived Y-L equation is based on the classical
thermodynamic approach [1, 23]. Derivation of the Y-L
equation can also be done by other approaches such as the
energy minimization approach following the work of Shapiro
and coworkers [1, 21–23] and the electromechanical approach
following the work of Jones et al. [24, 26], Kang [25], and
recently Zeng and Korsmeyer [18]. All these approaches have
different physical interpretations, although they all lead to the
same classical Y-L equation.
The above treatment neglects the interfacial capacitance
considering the Debye-length to be in the range of nanometer
(nm) for metal-liquid interface [1]. But when an electrode is
immersed in an electrolyte on a polymer surface, many complex electrochemical reactions take place at the electrodeelectrolyte-insulator interface. This is often described as the
effect of double layer by the researchers and cannot be
neglected in EWOD based device [12, 20, 27, 28]. Hence,
the electrical equivalent circuit is modified as shown in
Figure 2(b) including the interface layer effect. Here 𝐶IL
represents the interface layer capacitor. Since both the bulk
capacitor and interface layer capacitor exist across either
bulk of polymer or metal-liquid-polymer interface, the entire
applied potential will fall across the bulk and interface. Hence,
𝐸sys will be modified to 𝐸𝑀sys and is derived as follows:
𝐸𝑀sys =

𝐶 𝐶
1
𝑉2 𝐸sys
( 𝐷 IL )
=
,
2 𝐶𝐷 + 𝐶IL 𝐴
𝑘

(4)

where 𝑘 = (𝐶𝐷/𝐶IL + 1), which cannot be neglected
for proper modeling of the actual EWOD based devices.
Finally the modified solid-liquid contact angle expression on
application of electric potential 𝑉 is given by the equation
𝜃𝑉 = cos−1 (cos 𝜃0 +

𝐸sys
𝑘 × 𝛾LG

).

(5)

The value of “𝑘” depends on the ratio of 𝐶𝐷/𝐶IL and is
always greater than 1. The “𝑘” term introduced in (5) for
analytical expression of solid-liquid contact angle for a fixed
applied potential implies that the value of 𝜃𝑉 becomes more
due to interface layer effect than obtained from its general
expression shown by (3). The actual voltage drop across the
dielectric layer is less than applied voltage 𝑉 and thus the
energy stored in the bulk capacitor 𝐶𝐷 will be reduced. As
a result, the expected actuation voltage required to generate
the effective force for the droplet movement will be more.

3. Experiment
Experiments have been carried out to explore the variation
of contact angle with the change in applied potential in
an open EWOD setup as shown in Figure 1 with PDMS
as the dielectric layer on glass substrate. Different samples
with varied thickness of the dielectric layer are prepared and
subsequently contact angle has been measured by varying the
applied voltage for these samples. Further, the reversibility
and contact angle hysteresis phenomena on PDMS film have
also been studied.
3.1. Sample Preparation. First of all, the glass substrate is
dipped in piranha solution (H2 O2 : H2 SO4 = 1 : 1) for 20 min
and then cleaned thoroughly by acetone and DI water.
Thereafter, the substrate is dried by N2 gun and heated in
open air at 150∘ C for 30 min. Aluminium thin film with
thickness of 300 nm for making bottom electrode is deposited
by thermal deposition (pressure: 1.5 × 10−6 mbar, current:
2.96 A, and time: 4.0 min).
The dielectric layer has been prepared by thorough
mixing of PDMS base (Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Base,
Dow Corning Corporation, USA) with its curing agent
(Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer Curing Agent, Dow Corning
Corporation, USA) in the 10 : 1 (w/w) ratio and degassed
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Figure 3: PDMS layer coated on aluminium metal electrode over
glass substrate.
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in vacuum for about 30 minutes to remove any trapped
air-bubbles formed during mixing. Thereafter, PDMS has
been spin-coated on the deposited metal aluminium layer
by dispensing a few drops of mixture over the sample and
spinning using a standard spin-coating machine (made by
Laurell Technologies, model: WS-650). During this process,
spin speed has been varied to achieve different thickness of
dielectric PDMS layer on the top of metal coated glass sample.
The samples have been baked at 80∘ C for 4 hours for complete
polymerization of PDMS material.
To get different thickness of dielectric layer, glass substrates of dimension 2.5×3.5 cm2 have been taken and coated
with PDMS (on top of the metal electrodes) at different spin
speed for 20-second spin time. Figure 3 shows photograph of
a PDMS coated sample on aluminium electrode over glass
substrate. The thickness of PDMS layer for all the samples has
been precisely calculated by measuring the step height of the
coated layer using NCS Profilometer (model: Talysurf Series 2,
Taylor Hobson Ltd., UK). The measurement was repeated for
3-4 times at various locations and averaged for every sample.
The measured film thickness has a deviation of ±10 nm for all
the samples.
3.2. Contact Angle Measurement. A contact angle measurement setup has been made by a high speed camera
(model: avA1000-100gc, made by Basler Aviator) connected
to macro zoom lens (model: Zoom 7000, made by Navitar),
mounted on tripod for recording droplet contact angle during
experiment. The camera is interfaced to computer by video
recording software (StreamPix 5x64) for remote control. For
carrying experiment PDMS coated samples are placed at a
three-axis movable stage for spatial adjustment and a drop
of conductive liquid of 5 𝜇L by volume is dispensed over
the sample by a micropipette (made by Accupipet, model:
T10). The droplet is surrounded by open air during the
experiment. The sample is connected to DC voltage supply
(made by Aplab, model: 7332 Medium Voltage DC Power
Supply) for changing voltage across the droplet. A platinum wire (diameter: 0.0508 mm, hard, 99.95%) connected
to ground terminal of voltage supply is dipped into the
droplet by adjusting laboratory clamp stand. The aluminium

350

400

d4 − 14.51 𝜇m
d5 − 17.87 𝜇m
d6 − 24.21 𝜇m

Figure 4: Variation of contact angle with increase in applied voltage
for different samples having different thickness of PDMS coating.
Here 𝑑 represents the thickness of PDMS layer.

electrode underneath the PDMS layer is connected to the
other terminal of the voltage supply. The contact angle has
been measured from the captured images by ImageJ analysis
software. The conductive liquid used for experiment was a
mixture of 1% potassium chloride (KCl) in deionised water.
The high speed camera is adjusted for recording side view of
the droplet during the experiment. An illuminated circular
area (LED light source) is created around the droplet, during
the time of experiment, for clear picture. Each experiment
was conducted on a fresh sample at 18∘ C.
Six samples with different thickness of PDMS layer,
𝑆1 (5.22 𝜇m), 𝑆2 (7.55 𝜇m), 𝑆3 (9.07 𝜇m), 𝑆4 (14.51 𝜇m), 𝑆5
(17.87 𝜇m), and 𝑆6 (24.21 𝜇m), with ±10 nm deviation in
thickness have been considered to experimentally verify the
relation between contact angle 𝜃 and applied potential 𝑉.
The experiment was performed with gradually increasing
external electric potential in steps of 20 V, starting from 0 V to
380 V, and the images of the droplet were captured to measure
the contact angle. To underline the effect of interface layer
capacitance, properties of Debye layer have been modified
[29] by using buffer solution of different pH values (pH 4,
pH 7, and pH 9.2) for droplet, dispensed on fresh substrates
of fixed thickness (12 𝜇m ± 50 nm) for contact angle versus
applied potential experiment. Subsequently, the contact angle
versus applied electric potential for every sample has been
plotted as shown in Figures 4 and 6. The indigenously
developed experimental setup produces almost the same
result as produced by standard goniometer.

4. Results and Discussion
From Figure 4, it is apparent that as the applied electric
potential increases, the contact angle decreases and the trend
is to follow Y-L equation for all the six samples (𝑆1 –𝑆6 ).
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Figure 5: Comparison between the data (experimental) curve, theoretical Y-L plot, and theoretical Y-L plot with “𝑘” term for samples 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 ,
and 𝑆3 .

The reason behind this decrease in contact angle is that
as applied voltage increases, the electrostatic force due to
capacitance formed between droplet and metal electrode
increases leading to decrease in contact angle.
Among these six samples, three are taken (𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and
𝑆3 ) as representative case to verify the Y-L equation, both
theoretically and experimentally. The data curves obtained
through experiments and Y-L plots obtained through theoretical simulation have been shown in Figure 5. It can be seen
from the figure that there is a considerable mismatch between
Y-L plots governing EWOD behaviour and data curves for
every sample. This mismatch increases as the supply voltage
increases. Most important observation is that, after certain
applied potential on the 𝑥-axis, simulated Y-L plots converge
to zero on the 𝑦-axis (i.e., zero contact angles) for every

sample as shown in Figure 5. But the data curves have still
nonzero values on the 𝑌-axis and these go on decreasing.
For example, Y-L plot for 𝑆1 converges to zero on the 𝑌axis at 220 V but the data curve for this sample has a value
of 82.17∘ and it goes on decreasing up to 300 V of applied
potential reflecting 54.27∘ contact angle on the 𝑌-axis. Similar
observations have been found for other samples too.
Different researchers have reported the validity of Y-L
equation in EWOD process for a limited range of electric
potential [1, 20]. It becomes apparent that, combining (2) and
(3), the necessary condition obtained for the validity of Y-L
equation for hydrophobic surface is as follows:
2𝑑𝛾LG
2𝑑𝛾LG
(1 + cos 𝜃0 ) ≤ 𝑉2 ≤
(1 − cos 𝜃0 ) .
𝜖0 𝜖𝑟
𝜖0 𝜖𝑟

(6)
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Figure 6: Contact angle versus applied voltage plot for fresh
substrates of fixed thickness (12 𝜇m ± 50 nm) with buffer solution
of different pH values (pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9.2).

The above condition fails if the total voltage drop “𝑉” in
the system is considered only across the bulk capacitor 𝐶𝐷.
The inclusion of interface layer capacitance 𝐶IL and hence
the voltage drop across the interface layer reduces the actual
actuating voltage (the voltage across 𝐶𝐷). This is also reflected
in Figure 5, where, after inclusion of “𝑘” term in Y-L equation,
the data curves closely follow the theoretical Y-L plot for each
sample. Significant observation is that the early convergence
of Y-L plot has vanished for all samples.
The electrical double layer (EDL) represents the interface
between a solid surface (polarized electrode) and an electrolyte. The charged surface attracts nearby counterions and
repels coions present in the solution forming an electrical
double layer capacitor. Effect of interface layer capacitance
𝐶IL has been observed by modifying Debye layer properties
with different pH buffer solution [29]. Figure 6 shows variation of contact angle with increase in applied voltage on
fresh substrates of fixed thickness (12 𝜇m ± 50 nm) with buffer
solution of different pH values (pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9.2). The
different data curves in Figure 6 corresponding to different
pH value underline the effect of 𝐶IL because, in these cases,
bulk capacitor 𝐶𝐷 is not changing due to fixed thickness of
insulation layer. This dependence of EWOD phenomena on
pH value of solution is in agreement with the work of Quinn
et al. performed on Teflon AF 1600 developed by DuPont
AF1600 with glass transition temperature 160∘ C and dielectric
constant 1.93 [12].
The classical Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory of electrolytes assumes a dilute solution of point charges with meanfield electrostatic forces. This predicts large ion concentrations (exceeding close packing) for high surface potentials in
the absence of surface reactions but in reality ions lose their
classical Poisson-Boltzmann distribution due to crowding of
ions near a surface, even if the bulk solution is very dilute.

Several modifications of the PB equation have been proposed
to account for the finite size of ions in equilibrium [30].
Kilic et al. considered steric effects for canonical problem
of charging in thin double layer at large applied voltage
viewed as an effective circuit element, using two simple
continuum models: (i) a “composite layer” model, consisting
of a dilute PB outer region and, at high voltage, an inner
“condensed layer” of ions packed at the steric limit and
(ii) the modified Poisson-Boltzmann (MPB) equations [30].
The key results, common to both steric models, were as
follows: (i) the differential capacitance is weaker at moderate
and high potentials than if steric effects are neglected (as
in the PB scheme); (ii) at moderate concentrations, the
differential capacitance varies nonmonotonously with a peak
at intermediate voltages and a slow decrease towards zero
at higher voltages; (iii) at very high concentrations, the
differential capacitance is a strictly decreasing function of
voltage (in the MPB model) [30]. Inclusion of insulating
surface layer between the metal electrode and the electrolyte
leads to weakening of total capacitance in nonmonotonous
fashion with a maximum at intermediate values and a
further decrease to zero [30]. Hence, differential (and total)
capacitance decreases at large voltage compared to classical
PB theory.
The PB theory prediction of 𝐶IL to be very high compared
to 𝐶𝐷 had led researcher working in EWOD field to ignore the
ratio of 𝐶𝐷/𝐶IL [1] and hence ignore the “𝑘” term in (4) whose
value will always be greater than unity and varies with change
in the ratio of 𝐶𝐷/𝐶IL . But as evident from Figure 6 and the
work of Kilic et al., 𝐶IL is instrumental and at high potential
decreases to a value that may lead to nonzero finite value of
the ratio 𝐶𝐷/𝐶IL .
Droplet solution, insulation layer, and electrode material
had been kept the same in all the experiments mentioned
above, to keep the properties of Debye layer unchanged.
However, thickness of PDMS layer had been varied for
changing the bulk capacitance. The 𝑘 term is a function of
both interface layer and bulk capacitance (see (4)). But since
interface layer capacitance would be the same for all samples
(i.e., for 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , and 𝑆6 ), the value of 𝑘 should vary
following a relation with thickness of insulation layer. The
values of adjustable parameter “𝑘” for samples 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝑆4 ,
𝑆5 , and 𝑆6 are 2.66, 2.38, 2.3, 1.9, 1.75, and 1.32, respectively.
The variation in the value of “𝑘” with thickness of the PDMS
layer is shown in Figure 7. From the values of “𝑘” chosen
for the best fit, it is observed that its value increases as the
thickness of dielectric layer for samples decreases. Since 𝐶𝐷
is modelled as parallel plate capacitor and is connected in
series with 𝐶IL , theoretically “𝑘” is inversely related to 𝑑. This
measure agrees with the values of “𝑘” term obtained from data
curves for best fit. 𝐶IL is dominated by bulk capacitance if
very thick insulation layer is used. But again it is not desirable
in order to reduce the actuation voltage. So finally a tradeoff is required between actuation voltage and the mismatch
in Young-Lippmann equation. It is worth mentioning here
that if the effect of 𝐶IL is neglected considering 𝐶IL ≫ 𝐶𝐷,
then “𝑘” gets cancelled out but that results in a mismatch
between Y-L plots and data curves as shown in Figure 5.
Hence it can be asserted that 𝐶IL has major and definite role
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Figure 7: Variation of the value of “𝑘” with the thickness of the
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in EWOD process and contributes “𝑘” term which removes
the mismatch.
The interface layer capacitance at the electrodeelectrolyte-insulator depends on several parameters such
as electrode material (metals, electrode porosity, and the
presence of layers of either oxides or polymeric films or
other solid materials at the surface), type of electrolyte,
extent of specific adsorption of ions and molecules, and
electrolyte temperature [31]. It also depends on mixing ratio
of PDMS base with its curing agent, vacuum treatment
during degassing, sample cleaning, annealing temperature,
and time [32]. Further study is required for measurement of
𝐶IL to calculate exact value of “𝑘” term and better physical
insight into the EWOD process.
To study the effect of hysteresis and reversible character of
PDMS film, the applied electric potential has been decreased
back to 0 V. For all samples, contact angle at zero potential
during decrease of applied potential is less than that during
increase of applied potential leading to actuation hysteresis as
shown in Figure 8 (two out of six—thinnest “𝑆1 ” and thickest
“𝑆6 ” PDMS film—are provided for better readability).
Contact angle hystereses are due to the surface roughness,
polymer-solution layer interaction, and the trapped charges
in or between the insulation layers. As a result, high surface
roughness and high polymer-solution interaction lead to
more hystereses. The hysteresis effect decreases as the film
becomes thinner. Electrostatic energy is trapped in the films
and when the voltage is decreased, the stored energy is
released. If the film is thicker, more energy is trapped
inside the system which gives more hysteresis [33], which is
apparent from Figure 8.
The photograph of Figure 9 shows the nature of the
droplet and contact angle for sample 𝑆1 on increasing electrical potential across the droplet. It has been observed in
Figure 4 that initially there is a small variation in contact
angle with increase in applied potential for the samples 𝑆2 ,
𝑆3 , 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , and 𝑆6 . Thereafter, the change in contact angle of
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350

400

d6 = 24.21 𝜇m (increasing)
d6 = 24.21 𝜇m (decreasing)

Figure 8: Hysteresis plot of contact angle with applied voltage for
samples 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , and 𝑆3 . Here 𝑑 represents the thickness of PDMS
layer.

droplet becomes very prominent (e.g., 220 V for samples 𝑆5
and 𝑆6 ). Several definitions of threshold voltage are found
in literature [1, 10, 12, 19, 23, 34–37]. In the present work,
threshold voltage is considered as the applied potential at
which prominent change in contact angle has been observed
from experimental data in open EWOD setup. The relation
between the thickness of the PDMS layer and the threshold
voltage can be studied from Figures 4 and 8. It is apparent
that, for most of the cases, the threshold voltage for different
samples increases as the thickness of the dielectric layer
increases (i.e., lower thickness of the dielectric material is
better for actuation). However, irregularity is found in few of
the measured data in Figure 4 where lower film thickness has
slightly higher threshold voltage than the thicker PDMS film.
This may be attributed to the experimental error contributed
from the used instruments and also the change in PDMS film
property due to surface contamination.

5. Conclusion
Surface behavior of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on electrical activation in electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD) and its
verification with Young-Lippmann (Y-L) equation have been
carried out experimentally in this paper.
The study raises an essential consideration during selection of dielectric material to make EWOD based devices.
Generally, dielectric and hydrophobic properties are looked
for, choosing the material of thin film on electrode without
giving much attention to interface layer capacitance 𝐶IL at
the electrode-electrolyte-insulator interface. The presence of
interface layer capacitance has been identified as one of
the underlying causes behind the mismatch between the
experimental and theoretical results in voltage versus contact
angle experiment. A “𝑘” term has been introduced in the
classical Y-L equation which takes care of the interface layer
capacitance and removes the mismatch in the saturation
region. Therefore, along with the dielectric and hydrophobic
properties, parameters and film material properties affecting
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𝜃V

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Photograph of the droplet on sample 𝑆1 with change in applied voltage: (a) 𝜃0 = 107.62∘ ; (b) 𝜃𝑉 = 98.27∘ ; (c) 𝜃𝑉 = 87.37∘ ; (d)
𝜃𝑉 = 62.32∘ .

interface layer capacitance 𝐶IL should also be considered
during selection of insulation layer in EWOD actuation.
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